Saturday Feb 1

7:00 pm
National Geographic
Wild Yellowstone: Ep. 1 - Frozen Frontier repeat
No place on Earth is like Yellowstone in winter, where every animal has its own strategy of survival. dv

7:49 pm
Walls to Bridges repeat
Inmates at the Grand Valley Institution for Women gain confidence and earn degrees in mixed classes with undergraduate students.

8:00 pm
Coast New Zealand
Ep. 6 - South Westland repeat
South Westland covers a narrow tract of land that extends from glacier to ocean. Dave Murray lands his own plane on remote Big Bay paving the way for a historic flight of the NZ's first ever commercial aircraft

9:00 pm
There Are No Fakes new
When musician Kevin Hearn buys a painting by Norval Morrisseau, doubts about its authenticity leads to a lucrative art forgery ring in Thunder Bay. dv

11:00 pm
Anti-Social Limited repeat
A former drug dealer wants to turn his life around by starting a construction business that employs Indigenous people. dv

Sunday Feb 2

7:00 pm
National Geographic
Wild Yellowstone: Ep. 1 - Frozen Frontier repeat
No place on Earth is like Yellowstone in winter, where every animal has its own strategy of survival. dv

8:00 pm
Human Plus
Taste and Smell repeat
Your sense of smell is much more developed than you might imagine. In your genetic code, 400 genes make up the receptors of your sense of smell. You are able to smell billions of odors dv

8:51 pm
Atikokan Calming Project repeat
Ontario Hubs producer Jeyan Jeganathan talks to two passionate teachers in Atikokan who transformed their school into calming place to learn.

9:00 pm
Africa and Britain: A Forgotten History
Ep. 1 - First Encounters repeat
David Olusoga explores the enduring relationship between Britain and people whose origins lie in Africa.

10:00 pm
Political Blind Date
Ep 2 - Subways repeat
Toronto City Councillors Jim Karygiannis and Anthony Peruzza debate the mass transit needs of Toronto's residents, from the Bloor-Danforth Subway Extension to the Finch West LRT, and the Province's new plan to expand the subway.
Sunday Feb 2

3:30 am
Inside Kenk repeat
Known as the world’s most prolific bicycle thief, Igor Kenk was notorious even before his high-profile arrest in Toronto in 2008. Ten years later in Switzerland, Igor reflects on his past and his new life.

4:00 am
Undercover Jihadis repeat
Counter-terrorism expert Mubin Shaikh, a former extremist, is on a quest to stop the radicalization of Muslim youth in Canada and around the world.

5:00 am
The Agenda with Steve Paikin
Dealing with the New Coronavirus repeat
TVO's regional journalists discuss stories they’re following. Then, a roundup of highlights from this week's programming.

Monday Feb 3

7:00 pm
Digging for Britain West new
In this episode, we’re in the West of Britain. Finds include the lost WWI training trenches on Salisbury Plain, Britain’s first double henge, and luxury foreign goods discovered at Tintagel, the legendary childhood home of King Arthur.

8:00 pm
The Agenda with Steve Paikin
A Future for Foster Kids; From R&B to the Stage repeat
New hope for the future of children in care in Ontario. Then, singer/songwriter Jully Black talks about her musical theatre debut.

9:00 pm
Political Blind Date
Ep 3 - The Housing Crisis new
City Councillors Ana Bailao and Stephen Holyday examine Toronto’s housing crisis. From multi-residential and laneway housing to rapid densification, these two politicians hold very different views on how to house the city’s exploding population.

Tuesday Feb 4

12:00 am
There Are No Fakes repeat
When musician Kevin Hearn buys a painting by Norval Morrisseau, doubts about its authenticity lead to a lucrative art forgery ring in Thunder Bay.

2:00 am
Digging for Britain West repeat
In this episode, we’re in the West of Britain. Finds include the lost WWI training trenches on Salisbury Plain, Britain’s first double henge, and luxury foreign goods discovered at Tintagel, the legendary childhood home of King Arthur.

3:00 am
The Superfood Chain (Feature) repeat
What is the superfood industry’s effect on the lives of families who grow and gather foods such as quinoa, teff, coconuts, and wild salmon?

4:12 am
The Doctor Can See You Now repeat
Since the Northern Ontario School of Medicine was founded in 2005, trailblazing graduates have become models for innovative rural health care.

5:00 am
The Agenda with Steve Paikin
A Future for Foster Kids; From R&B to the Stage repeat
New hope for the future of children in care in Ontario. Then, singer/songwriter Jully Black talks about her musical theatre debut.

7:00 pm
City Wildlife Rescue Ep. 9 repeat
The medical team tries desperately to save an opossums badly injured toe. But once in surgery it looks like an amputation is the only viable solution.

7:30 pm
City Wildlife Rescue Ep. 10 repeat
It's the end of summer and that means baby cedar wax wings fill the aviaries at and the rehabilitation team is working around the clock to keep up with their feeding demands.

8:00 pm
The Agenda with Steve Paikin Canada's Economy in 2020; Defining ‘Creepiness’ repeat
How will Canada's economy fare in 2020? And, a frank talk about why some men are being accused of "creepiness.”
It's the end of summer and that means baby cedar wax wings fill the aviaries at and the rehabilitation team is working around the clock to keep up with their feeding demands. 

**3:00 am**  
Calculating Ada: The Countess of Counting repeat  
Daughter of notorious poet Lord Byron, Ada Lovelace was a countess of the realm, a scandalous socialite and a Countess of Computing.

**4:00 am**  
The Woman Who Joined the Taliban repeat  
Before 9/11, Beverley Giesbrecht was a B.C. publishing executive and devout Christian. Converting to Islam, she set off for Taliban territory.

**5:00 am**  
The Agenda with Steve Paikin repeat  
How can people be encouraged to invest more? Then, a new look at an age-old story about Ontario’s “Black Donnellys.”

**6:00 am**  
Ontario Hubs repeat  
How will Canada’s economy fare in 2020? And, a frank talk about why some men are being accused of “creepiness.”

**7:00 pm**  
Vamizi - Cradle of Coral repeat  
An international team is on a mission to protect Vamizi, an island in the Indian Ocean that is home to some of the world’s most pristine coral reefs.

**8:00 pm**  
The Agenda with Steve Paikin repeat  
Reinventing the CRTC; Math for All repeat  
Examining the proposed new CRTC regulations. Then, John Mighton explains why math can be easily taught to anyone.

**9:00 pm**  
Political Blind Date repeat  
City Councillors Ana Bailao and Stephen Holyday examine Toronto’s housing crisis. From multi-residential and laneway housing to rapid densification, these two politicians hold very different views on how to house the city’s exploding population.

**11:00 pm**  
The Agenda with Steve Paikin repeat  
Personal Investing; Legendary Local History repeat  
How can people be encouraged to invest more? Then, a new look at an age-old story about Ontario’s “Black Donnellys.”
Thursday Feb 6
12:00 am
Last Day of Freedom repeat

In this richly animated film, Bill Babbitt agonizes over whether to call the police when he realizes his brother Manny has committed a crime.

12:40 am
White Earth repeat

This Academy Award-nominated short film offers insight into some of the desperate souls who flock to North Dakota seeking work in the oilfields.

1:00 am
Political Blind Date repeat

Ep 3 - The Housing Crisis repeat

City Councillors Ana Bailao and Stephen Holyday examine Toronto's housing crisis. From multi-residential and laneway housing to rapid densification, these two politicians hold very different views on how to house the city's exploding population.

1:30 am
Brilliant Ideas repeat

Ali Banisadr's Impassioned Landscapes repeat

Combining Iranian and American influences, Ali Banisadr is known for his intricate, abstract paintings.

2:00 am
Vamizi - Cradle of Coral repeat

An international team is on a mission to protect Vamizi, an island in the Indian Ocean that is home to some of the world's most pristine coral reefs.

3:00 am
A Cook Abroad repeat

Ep. 4 - Monica Galetti's France repeat

Chef John Torode fulfills a lifelong ambition to go to Argentina, where eating beef is a national obsession.

4:00 am
A Cook Abroad repeat

Ep. 5 - Monica Galetti's France repeat

Monica Galetti goes to the Jura Mountains to get hands-on with the produce she uses every day in her restaurant.

5:00 am
The Agenda with Steve Paikin repeat

Reinventing the CRTC; Math for All repeat

Examining the proposed new CRTC regulations. Then, John Mighton explains why math can be easily taught to anyone.

Friday Feb 7
7:00 pm
Growing Up Wild repeat

A look at the challenges that young animals face in the wild, from their first steps to leaving home.

8:00 pm
The Agenda with Steve Paikin repeat

Desmond Cole; Ontario Hubs; The Agenda's Week repeat

Activist and writer Desmond Cole on racism in Canada, Then, TVO's regional journalist report stories from around the province. And we review top stories from the week.

9:00 pm
Heartbeat repeat

Ep. 2 - A Girl's Best Friend repeat

Mike and Bellamy uncover a heartbreaking tale of domestic abuse and family tragedy when they investigate a spate of unusual burglaries and learn that money can't buy a person happiness.

10:00 pm
The Missing repeat

Ep. 6 - Concrete repeat

Tony desperately tries to cover his tracks as he deals with the consequences of his actions.

11:00 pm
The Agenda with Steve Paikin repeat

Desmond Cole; Ontario Hubs; The Agenda's Week repeat

Activist and writer Desmond Cole on racism in Canada, Then, TVO's regional journalist report stories from around the province. And we review top stories from the week.

Saturday Feb 8
7:00 pm
National Geographic repeat

Wild Yellowstone: Ep. 2 - Grizzly Summer repeat

In summer, Yellowstone transforms into a wildlife paradise but every animal still must fight for territory and struggle to find food.

8:00 pm
Shoreline Detectives repeat

Ep. 1 - Northumberland repeat

On the Northumberland coast, Tori Herridge and Alex Langlands investigate the stories of a French trawler's tragic sinking.

9:00 pm
Strike A Pose repeat

Dancers featured in Madonna's 1991 concert film Truth Or Dare reveal their complicated experiences.
### Saturday Feb 8

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Program</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10:30 pm</td>
<td>A Better Man (Feature Version) repeat</td>
<td>Filmmaker Attiya Khan meets with her ex-boyfriend Steve to find out if he is willing to take responsibility for his violence towards her. <strong>dv</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:49 pm</td>
<td>Walls to Bridges repeat</td>
<td>Inmates at the Grand Valley Institution for Women gain confidence and earn degrees in mixed classes with undergraduate students.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:00 am</td>
<td>National Geographic</td>
<td>Wild Yellowstone: Ep. 2 - Grizzly Summer repeat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>In summer, Yellowstone transforms into a wildlife paradise but every animal still must fight for territory and struggle to find food. <strong>dv</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:00 am</td>
<td>Shoreline Detectives</td>
<td>Ep. 1 - Northumberland repeat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>On the Northumberland coast, Tori Herridge and Alex Langlands investigate the stories of a French trawler's tragic sinking.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:45 am</td>
<td>Walls to Bridges repeat</td>
<td>Inmates at the Grand Valley Institution for Women gain confidence and earn degrees in mixed classes with undergraduate students.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:00 am</td>
<td>Strike A Pose repeat</td>
<td>Dancers featured in Madonna's 1991 concert film Truth Or Dare reveal their complicated experiences. <strong>dv</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:30 am</td>
<td>A Better Man (Feature Version) repeat</td>
<td>Filmmaker Attiya Khan meets with her ex-boyfriend Steve to find out if he is willing to take responsibility for his violence towards her. <strong>dv</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:49 am</td>
<td>Walls to Bridges repeat</td>
<td>Inmates at the Grand Valley Institution for Women gain confidence and earn degrees in mixed classes with undergraduate students.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:45 am</td>
<td>NFB Shorts</td>
<td>Flawed repeat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>From Andrea Dorfman's vivid imagination, &quot;Flawed&quot; is a charming little film about attraction, self-esteem and the uneasy possibility of love.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Sunday Feb 9

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Program</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7:00 pm</td>
<td>National Geographic</td>
<td>Wild Yellowstone: Ep. 2 - Grizzly Summer repeat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>In summer, Yellowstone transforms into a wildlife paradise but every animal still must fight for territory and struggle to find food. <strong>dv</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:47 pm</td>
<td>Political Blind Date</td>
<td>Ep. 3 - The Housing Crisis repeat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>City Councillors Ana Bailao and Stephen Holyday examine Toronto's housing crisis. From multi-residential and laneway housing to rapid densification, these two politicians hold very different views on how to house the city's exploding population.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:00 pm</td>
<td>Human Plus</td>
<td>Orchestra of the Senses repeat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sight, touch, hearing, taste, and smell send sensory messages to the brain at a speed of 430km/hr <strong>dv</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:00 pm</td>
<td>Africa and Britain: A Forgotten History Ep. 2 - Freedom repeat</td>
<td>David Olusoga explores the slavery business and recalls the Black sailors who fought for Britain at Trafalgar.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:00 pm</td>
<td>Political Blind Date</td>
<td>Ep. 3 - The Housing Crisis repeat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>City Councillors Ana Bailao and Stephen Holyday examine Toronto's housing crisis. From multi-residential and laneway housing to rapid densification, these two politicians hold very different views on how to house the city's exploding population.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:00 am</td>
<td>National Geographic</td>
<td>Wild Yellowstone: Ep. 2 - Grizzly Summer repeat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>In summer, Yellowstone transforms into a wildlife paradise but every animal still must fight for territory and struggle to find food. <strong>dv</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Many challenges face Saudi Arabia's new crown prince, Mohammed bin Salman, who has pledged to transform the kingdom.

8:00 pm
The Agenda with Steve Paikin
Canada's New Chart Toppers; Toronto's Punk Past

How is the a new Canadian music generation different than their elders? Then, we look at the Toronto's storied punk-rock past.

9:00 pm
Extraordinary Women
Josephine Baker repeat

Josephine Baker was a black entertainer who took the world by storm. Born into poverty in America's mid-west, she witnessed first-hand the brutal violence of the East St Louis Race Riots of 1917, then the worst in US history.

10:00 pm
House of Saud
Ep. 1 - House of Saud repeat

Many challenges face Saudi Arabia's new crown prince, Mohammed bin Salman, who has pledged to transform the kingdom.

11:00 pm
The Agenda with Steve Paikin
Canada's New Chart Toppers; Toronto's Punk Past repeat

How is the a new Canadian music generation different than their elders? Then, we look at the Toronto's storied punk-rock past.

12:00 am
Extraordinary Women
Josephine Baker repeat

Josephine Baker was a black entertainer who took the world by storm. Born into poverty in America's mid-west, she witnessed first-hand the brutal violence of the East St Louis Race Riots of 1917, then the worst in US history.

2:00 am
Digging for Britain
North repeat

In this episode, we're in the north of Britain. Finds include evidence for the first Roman siege, Britain's most famous monastery, Lindisfarne, and the incredible discovery of ancient Scottish man-made islands.

3:00 am
Great Blue Wild
Great Blue Wild - S 1 - Episode 1 - Cocos Island repeat

Jacques cousteau once called Cocos Island "the most beautiful island in the world." beyond its pristine rainforest is a marine wilderness brimming with multicolored fish, enormous sea turtles, and vast schools of sharks.

3:47 am
Church Conversions repeat

Ontario Hubs field producer Jeyan Jeganathan explores new community uses for old Ontario churches.

4:00 am
Great Blue Wild
Great Blue Wild - S 1 - Episode 2 - Socorro Island repeat

Three hundred and seventy miles off the coast of Mexico in the eastern Pacific, the waters surrounding Socorro Island are home to some of the world's largest marine life.

5:01 am
Ontario Hubs
The Future of Beekeeping repeat

The Agenda discusses the beekeeping program at Niagara College.

5:00 am
The Agenda with Steve Paikin
Canada's New Chart Toppers; Toronto's Punk Past repeat

How is the a new Canadian music generation different than their elders? Then, we look at the Toronto's storied punk-rock past.

Tuesday Feb 11

7:00 pm
City Wildlife Rescue
City Wildlife Rescue - Ep. 11 repeat

Toronto Wildlife Centre's rescue crew help a red-tailed hawk and an injured squirrel.

7:30 pm
City Wildlife Rescue
City Wildlife Rescue Series - Ep. 12 repeat

A turkey vulture with an unidentified injury is being cared for by the medical team.
Tuesday Feb 11

2:00 am
City Wildlife Rescue
City Wildlife Rescue - Ep. 11 repeat
Toronto Wildlife Centre's rescue crew help a red tailed hawk and an injured squirrel.

2:30 am
City Wildlife Rescue
City Wildlife Rescue Series - Ep. 12 repeat
A turkey vulture with an unidentified injury is being cared for by the medical team. dv

3:00 am
Great Blue Wild
Great Blue Wild - S 1 - Episode 3 - The Bahamas repeat
Across the 3,000 scattered islands of the Bahamas lie visions of unexpected wonder. dv

3:47 am
Ontario Hubs
Rachel Romu: A Spotlight on Disability repeat
Ontario Hubs producer Jeyan Jeganathan talks with a model who is hoping to change the way people view disability.

4:00 am
Great Blue Wild
Great Blue Wild - Episode 4 - Belize repeat
The Belize Barrier Reef is the second largest coral reef system in the world. dv

5:00 am
The Agenda with Steve Paikin
Food and Climate Change; How Climate Change Works repeat
How will climate change affect the way people eat in years to come? Then, Kate Marvel, a climate-change scientist, to explain the basics.

6:00 am
Impossible Engineering
Ep. 6 - World's Largest Plane repeat
A look at the construction of the Airbus A380, the largest passenger airliner ever built.

Wednesday Feb 12

7:00 am
The Agenda with Steve Paikin
Ontario Teachers' Strike Update; Hamilton's Future repeat
What's the latest news in the teachers' rotating strikes in Ontario? Then, a look at how Hamilton is dealing with its rapid growth.

7:00 pm
Wild Brazil
Ep. 1 - A Dangerous World repeat
Three animal families - capuchin monkeys, giant otters and coatis - strive to raise their young against a backdrop of extraordinary landscapes and extremes of weather.

8:00 pm
The Agenda with Steve Paikin
Student Union Drama new
After a series of controversies at a handful of universities, The Agenda asks whether student governments on Canadian campuses require more oversight.

Thursday Feb 13

7:00 pm
The Agenda with Steve Paikin
Food and Climate Change; How Climate Change Works repeat
How will climate change affect the way people eat in years to come? Then, Kate Marvel, a climate-change scientist, to explain the basics.

12:00 am
Colour: The Spectrum of Science
Ep. 1 - Colours of Earth repeat
This episode focuses on chemistry in the five colours that tell the story of the planet itself.
**Thursday Feb 13**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Program</th>
<th>Repeat</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 9:00 pm| In the Name of All Canadians                |        | Canada’s Charter of Rights and Freedoms gets six fresh perspectives in this compilation of short documentaries commissioned by Hot Docs.  
|        |                                               |        | dv                                                                                                                                         |
| 10:00 pm| Political Blind Date                        |        | Ep 4 - The Food We Eat repeat                                                                                                           |
|        | Conservative MPP Randy Pettapiece and Ontario Green Party Leader Mike Schreiner look at how farmers are transforming their operations with technical innovations, and debate what role governments should play in supporting large and small scale farms. dv |
| 10:30 pm| Brilliant Ideas                             |        | Kader Attia: Artist and Activist repeat                                                                                                   |
|        | Kader Attia is an activist artist. His politically charged work addresses complex global issues in symbolic and thought provoking ways. dv |
| 11:00 pm| The Agenda with Steve Paikin                |        | Student Union Drama repeat                                                                                                              |
|        | After a series of controversies at a handful of universities, The Agenda asks whether student governments on Canadian campuses require more oversight. |
| 12:00 am| In the Name of All Canadians                |        | Canada’s Charter of Rights and Freedoms gets six fresh perspectives in this compilation of short documentaries commissioned by Hot Docs.  
|        |                                               |        | dv                                                                                                                                         |
| 1:00 am| Political Blind Date                        |        | Ep 4 - The Food We Eat repeat                                                                                                           |
|        | Conservative MPP Randy Pettapiece and Ontario Green Party Leader Mike Schreiner look at how farmers are transforming their operations with technical innovations, and debate what role governments should play in supporting large and small scale farms. dv |
| 1:30 am| Brilliant Ideas                             |        | Kader Attia: Artist and Activist repeat                                                                                                   |
|        | Kader Attia is an activist artist. His politically charged work addresses complex global issues in symbolic and thought provoking ways. dv |
| 2:00 am| Wild Brazil                                 |        | Ep. 1 - A Dangerous World repeat                                                                                                        |
|        | Three animal families - capuchin monkeys, giant otters and coatis - strive to raise their young against a backdrop of extraordinary landscapes and extremes of weather. |
| 3:00 am| Migrant Dreams (Feature Version)            |        | Filmaker Min Sook Lee follows the story of migrant workers from Indonesia who come to labour in Ontario greenhouses.  dv                      |
| 4:30 am| Brilliant Ideas                             |        | China’s Cae Fei opts for a more modern take on expression, employing technology and new media rather than the traditional means of canvas and paint. |
| 5:00 am| The Agenda with Steve Paikin                |        | Student Union Drama repeat                                                                                                              |
|        | After a series of controversies at a handful of universities, The Agenda asks whether student governments on Canadian campuses require more oversight. |

**Friday Feb 14**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Program</th>
<th>Repeat</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7:00 pm</td>
<td>Monty Don’s French Gardens</td>
<td></td>
<td>Ep. 1 - Gardens of Power and Passion repeat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Throughout history, the French have used gardens as a public expression of money, power and passion.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:00 pm</td>
<td>The Agenda with Steve Paikin</td>
<td></td>
<td>Ep. 1 - Gardens of Power and Passion repeat</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
|        | Interfaith Love: Indigenous Governance: The Agenda’s Week new  
|        | Is interfaith marriage more difficult? Then, a look at First Nations self-governance in Ontario. And, a review of the week’s top stories.  
| 9:00 pm| Heartbeat                                    |        | Ep. 3 - A Dog’s Life repeat                                                                                                           |
|        | Merton predicts an uneventful few days when the County Sheepdog Trials take place at Ashfordly Hall, but he is proven wrong when the prestigious event brings out the worst in one particular influential candidate. 14+ |
| 10:00 pm| The Missing                                 |        | Ep. 7 - Return to Eden repeat                                                                                                          |
|        | The case takes an unexpected turn when another young boy goes missing in Chalons du Bois. 14+  

---

**11:00 pm**

**The Agenda with Steve Paikin**

Interfaith Love: Indigenous Governance: The Agenda’s Week new  
Is interfaith marriage more difficult? Then, a look at First Nations self-governance in Ontario. And, a review of the week’s top stories.

**12:00 am**

**Heartbeat**

Ep. 3 - A Dog’s Life repeat  
Merton predicts an uneventful few days when the County Sheepdog Trials take place at Ashfordly Hall, but he is proven wrong when the prestigious event brings out the worst in one particular influential candidate. 14+  

**1:00 am**

**The Missing**

Ep. 7 - Return to Eden repeat  
The case takes an unexpected turn when another young boy goes missing in Chalons du Bois. 14+  

---

**2:00 am**

**Monty Don’s French Gardens**

Ep. 1 - Gardens of Power and Passion repeat  
Throughout history, the French have used gardens as a public expression of money, power and passion.

**3:00 am**

**The Dictator’s Playbook**

Ep. 1 - Kim il Sung repeat  
A look at the methods used by Kim il Sung to turn North Korea into the most controlled society on Earth and become a god in the eyes of his people.

**4:00 am**

**The Dictator’s Playbook**

Ep. 2 - Saddam Hussein repeat  
An examination of the tactics and techniques used by Saddam Hussein to seize control of Iraq and then remain in power for nearly a quarter century.
### Saturday Feb 15

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Channel</th>
<th>Program</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7:00 pm</td>
<td>National Geographic</td>
<td>Tut's Treasures: Hidden Secrets - Episode 1 repeat</td>
<td>Howard Carter's discovery of Tutankhamun's tomb in 1922 made headlines across the world sparking a global frenzy for Ancient Egypt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:00 pm</td>
<td>Shoreline Detectives</td>
<td>Ep. 2 - Merseyside repeat</td>
<td>Tori Herridge and Alex Langlands investigate a beach full of World War II rubble and find evidence of people and animals from 7,000 years ago.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:00 pm</td>
<td>Love, Marilyn</td>
<td>repeat</td>
<td>Fifty years after her death, two boxes of Marilyn Monroe's diaries, poems and letters were discovered.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:00 pm</td>
<td>The Art of the Possible</td>
<td>repeat</td>
<td>Filmed in 1978, &quot;The Art of the Possible&quot; follows Ontario Premier Bill Davis in a revealing, behind-the-scenes look at political decision-making.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Sunday Feb 16

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Channel</th>
<th>Program</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7:00 pm</td>
<td>National Geographic</td>
<td>Tut's Treasures: Hidden Secrets - Episode 1 repeat</td>
<td>Howard Carter's discovery of Tutankhamun's tomb in 1922 made headlines across the world sparking a global frenzy for Ancient Egypt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:00 pm</td>
<td>Climate Change by Numbers</td>
<td>Ep. 1 - Climate Change by Numbers repeat</td>
<td>Three mathematicians hone in on three key numbers that clarify all the important questions around climate change.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:00 pm</td>
<td>Africa and Britain: A Forgotten History</td>
<td>Ep. 3 - Moral Mission repeat</td>
<td>Historian David Olusoga explores the Victorian moral crusade against slavery.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:00 pm</td>
<td>Political Blind Date</td>
<td>Ep 4 - The Food We Eat repeat</td>
<td>Conservative MPP Randy Pettapiece and Ontario Green Party Leader Mike Schreiner look at how farmers are transforming their operations with technical innovations, and debate what role government should play in supporting large and small scale farms.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:30 pm</td>
<td>To Make A Farm</td>
<td>repeat</td>
<td>To Make A Farm follows the lives of five young people with no farming backgrounds as they work their first seasons on the land.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Sunday Feb 16

3:00 am
Political Blind Date
Ep 4 - The Food We Eat

Conservative Ontario Green Party Leader Mike Schreiner look at how farmers are transforming their operations with technical innovations, and debate what role government should play in supporting large and small scale farms. dv

3:30 am
To Make A Farm

To Make A Farm follows the lives of five young people with no farming backgrounds as they work their first seasons on the land. dv

4:45 am
FIXED! Repair Café Toronto, who are challenging our throwaway culture by fixing your broken items for free.

5:00 am
The Agenda with Steve Paikin

Interfaith Love: Indigenous Governance: The Agenda's Week repeat

Is interfaith marriage more difficult? Then, a look at First Nations self-governance in Ontario. And, a review of the week’s top stories.

Monday Feb 17

7:00 pm
Digging for Britain

East new

In this episode, we’re in the east of Britain. Finds include revelations from ‘Britain’s Pompeii,’ the theatre where Shakespeare premiered Romeo and Juliet and Henry V, and evidence that we may have found the location of the Battle of Barnet.

8:00 pm
The Agenda with Steve Paikin

Generational Battles; Mackenzie King’s Efforts to Avert War repeat


9:00 pm
Josiah repeat

Narrated by Danny Glover, Josiah tells the remarkable story of author, abolitionist, and former slave, Josiah Henson, who escaped to Canada in 1830 and was a key inspiration for Harriet Beecher Stowe’s Uncle Tom’s Cabin. dv

10:00 pm
The Shadow of Gold

The Shadow of Gold - Ep. 1 repeat

Examining the world of Big Gold - from big mines, big markets, and big deals - to big disasters which result in pollution and corruption that powerful players don’t want us to see. Discover what our lust for gold costs, and who pays the price. dv

11:00 pm
The Agenda with Steve Paikin

Generational Battles; Mackenzie King’s Efforts to Avert War repeat


Tuesday Feb 18

7:00 pm
The Blue Realm

Ep. 1 - Toxic Invaders new


9:00 pm
Political Blind Date

Ep 5 - The High Tech Future new

Cambridge Mayor Kathryn McGarry and Conservative MPP Donna Skelly have different views on how to support advanced manufacturing and innovation in Ontario’s auto, aerospace and medical sectors. Is it through grants or cutting red tape for businesses? dv

9:30 pm
Machine of Human Dreams repeat

Ben Goertzel is one of the most respected figures in artificial intelligence, and one of the most colourful.

11:00 pm
The Agenda with Steve Paikin

Coronavirus Contagion; The Dangerous Mosquito repeat

Tuesday Feb 18

12:00 am
Political Blind Date
Ep 5 - The High Tech Future repeat
Cambridge Mayor Kathryn McGarry and Conservative MPP Donna Skelly have different views on how to support advanced manufacturing and innovation in Ontario’s auto, aerospace and medical sectors. Is it through grants or cutting red tape for businesses? dv

12:30 am
Machine of Human Dreams repeat
Ben Goertzel is one of the most respected figures in artificial intelligence, and one of the most colourful.

2:00 am
The Blue Realm
Ep. 1 - Toxic Invaders repeat
They’re beautiful - and deadly, with venomous spines that resemble a lion's mane. They’re lionfish, a tropical reef species normally found in the Indo-Pacific

2:49 am
NFB Shorts
Hungu repeat
Under the African sun, a child walks in the desert with his kin. Death is prowling.

3:00 am
Question Period
Question Period: Tuesday, February 18, 2020 new
Discussions at Queen's Park today.

4:05 am
Superfoods: The Real Story
Ep. 3 - Saffron, Coffee, Ethiopian Teff repeat
Kate Quilton travels to Morocco to see if saffron can beat the blues, and downs espresso in Naples to find out if coffee helps the liver.

4:30 am
Superfoods: The Real Story
Ep. 4 - Seaweed, Blue Cheese, Chörk repeat
Can seaweed really make you slimmer. Is blue cheese good stomach health? And will anyone buy a brand new superfood called Icelandic Chörk?

5:00 am
The Agenda with Steve Paikin
Coronavirus Contagion; The Dangerous Mosquito repeat

Wednesday Feb 19

7:00 pm
Impossible Engineering
Ep. 1 - NASA's Rocket to Mars repeat
As NASA prepares for a mission to Mars, it is developing and testing the most powerful rocket ever built.

8:00 pm
The Agenda with Steve Paikin
Ontario Liberal Party Leadership Debate new
Candidates vying for the leadership of the Ontario Liberal Party debate the issues, moderated by Steve Paikin.

9:00 pm
Don’t Think I’ve Forgotten: Cambodia’s Lost Rock & Roll repeat
A vibrant pop music scene flourished in Cambodia during the ill-fated reign of Prince Norodom Sihanouk.

10:00 pm
Colour: The Spectrum of Science
Ep. 2 - Colours of Life repeat
Physicist Helen Czerski examines life forms and their use of colour, from iridescence to chlorophyll.

11:00 pm
The Agenda with Steve Paikin
Ontario Liberal Party Leadership Debate repeat
Candidates vying for the leadership of the Ontario Liberal Party debate the issues, moderated by Steve Paikin.

12:00 am
Color: The Spectrum of Science
Ep. 2 - Colours of Life repeat
Physicist Helen Czerski examines life forms and their use of colour, from iridescence to chlorophyll.

1:51 am
Ontario Hubs
Rachel Romu: A Spotlight on Disability repeat
Ontario Hubs producer Jeyan Jeganathan talks with a model who is hoping to change the way people view disability.

2:00 am
Impossible Engineering
Ep. 1 - NASA's Rocket to Mars repeat
As NASA prepares for a mission to Mars, it is developing and testing the most powerful rocket ever built.

2:50 am
Walls to Bridges repeat
Inmates at the Grand Valley Institution for Women gain confidence and earn degrees in mixed classes with undergraduate students.

3:00 am
Question Period
Question Period: Wednesday, February 19, 2020 new
Discussions at Queen’s Park today.

4:05 am
Superfoods: The Real Story
Ep. 5 - Cherries, Spinach, Chocolate repeat
What are the muscle-healing properties of cherries and can spinach really boost our biceps?

4:30 am
Superfoods: The Real Story
Ep. 6 - Salmon, Tiger Nuts, Dandelions repeat
Kate Quilton goes salmon fishing in Oregon, investigates tiger nuts in Spain, and takes a good look at the benefits of dandelions.
**Wednesday Feb 19**

5:00 am  
**The Agenda with Steve Paikin**  
Ontario Liberal Party Leadership Debate repeat

Candidates vying for the leadership of the Ontario Liberal Party debate the issues, moderated by Steve Paikin.

7:00 pm  
**Wild Brazil**  
Ep. 2 - Facing the Flood repeat

As the animal families face the monsoon rains, the giant otter babies must watch out for predatory jaguars and learn to swim before the river floods.

8:00 pm  
**The Agenda with Steve Paikin**  
Wet’suwet’en Solidarity Protests; A Theatrical Revival repeat

Updating the Coastal GasLink dispute. Then, a new artistic director takes the helm at Toronto's Soulpepper theatre.

**Thursday Feb 20**

7:00 pm  
**Wild Brazil**  
Ep. 2 - Facing the Flood repeat

As the animal families face the monsoon rains, the giant otter babies must watch out for predatory jaguars and learn to swim before the river floods.

8:00 pm  
**The Agenda with Steve Paikin**  
Wet’suwet’en Solidarity Protests; A Theatrical Revival repeat

Updating the Coastal GasLink dispute. Then, a new artistic director takes the helm at Toronto's Soulpepper theatre.

9:00 pm  
**Conflict**  
repeat

Six of the world's best conflict photographers take us behind the lens and into their lives.

10:00 pm  
**Wild Brazil**  
Ep. 2 - Facing the Flood repeat

As the animal families face the monsoon rains, the giant otter babies must watch out for predatory jaguars and learn to swim before the river floods.

10:30 pm  
**Brilliant Ideas**  
The Socially Conscious Cartography of Tiffany Chung repeat

Explore the design and inspiration of Vietnamese artist Tiffany Chung's cartographic works as she draws upon her experiences as a refugee to depict the themes of conflict, migration and more.

11:00 pm  
**The Agenda with Steve Paikin**  
Wet’suwet’en Solidarity Protests; A Theatrical Revival repeat

Updating the Coastal GasLink dispute. Then, a new artistic director takes the helm at Toronto's Soulpepper theatre.

**Friday Feb 21**

7:00 pm  
**Monty Don's French Gardens**  
Ep. 2 - The Gourmet Garden repeat

Monty Don turns to the French love of food to find out how it has influenced the country's gardens.

8:00 pm  
**The Agenda with Steve Paikin**  
Ontario Hubs; The Agenda's Week new

Jessie Hirsh discusses why cell phone rates are so high in Canada. Our regional reporters report on stories they're following. Then, we review our top stories of the week.

9:00 pm  
**Heartbeat**  
Ep. 4 - Where There's Muck repeat

Merton and Mike are left to pick up the pieces when a bankrupt farmer heads into Aidensfield to air his grievances in a memorable way. 14+

10:00 pm  
**The Missing**  
Ep. 8 - Till Death repeat

New evidence brings Tony, Emily, Julien and Mark ever closer to the truth behind Oliver's disappearance. 14+

11:00 pm  
**The Agenda with Steve Paikin**  
Ontario Hubs; The Agenda's Week repeat

Jessie Hirsh discusses why cell phone rates are so high in Canada. Our regional reporters report on stories they're following. Then, we review our top stories of the week.

12:00 am  
**Heartbeat**  
Ep. 4 - Where There's Muck repeat

Merton and Mike are left to pick up the pieces when a bankrupt farmer heads into Aidensfield to air his grievances in a memorable way. 14+
Friday Feb 21

1:00 am
**The Missing**
Ep. 8 - Till Death repeat
New evidence brings Tony, Emily, Julien and Mark ever closer to the truth behind Oliver’s disappearance. 14+

2:00 am
**Monty Don’s French Gardens**
Ep. 2 - The Gourmet Garden repeat
Monty Don turns to the French love of food to find out how it has influenced the country’s gardens.

3:00 am
**The Dictator’s Playbook**
Ep. 3 - Benito Mussolini repeat
A look at the methods used by Benito Mussolini to become the first fascist dictator, ruling Italy for two decades and paving the way for Adolf Hitler.

4:00 am
**The Dictator’s Playbook**
Ep. 4 - Francisco Franco repeat
An exploration of the methods and tactics of Generalissimo Francisco Franco, who ruled Spain with absolute power for four decades.

Saturday Feb 22

7:00 pm
**National Geographic**
Tut’s Treasures: Hidden Secrets - Ep. 2 - Golden Mask repeat
Many scholars believe King Tut’s death mask was not made specifically for him, citing its damaged nameplate and different colours of gold.

7:45 pm
**Walls to Bridges** repeat
Inmates at the Grand Valley Institution for Women gain confidence and earn degrees in mixed classes with undergraduate students.

8:00 pm
**Shoreline Detectives**
Ep. 3 - Essex repeat
In Essex, Tori Herridge and Alex Langlands investigate the earthwork remains of a fort from the days of Henry VIII.

9:00 pm
**Buddy** new
In this poignant and carefully composed portrait of six service dogs and their owners, Heddy Honigmann explores the close bond between animal and human. dv

10:30 pm
**Beyond the Spectrum (Feature Version)** repeat
Two-year-old Oskar is diagnosed with severe autism. His parents decide to drop everything for a year to focus on his therapy. dv

12:00 am
**National Geographic**
Ep. 4 - The Homecoming repeat
David Olusoga concludes his series with a look at the shaping of black British identity in the 20th century.

10:00 pm
**Political Blind Date**
Ep 5 - The High Tech Future repeat
Cambridge Mayor Kathryn McGarry and Conservative MPP Donna Skelly have different views on how to support advanced manufacturing and innovation in Ontario’s auto, aerospace and medical sectors. Is it through grants or cutting red tape for businesses? dv

10:30 pm
**Beyond the Spectrum (Feature Version)** repeat
Two-year-old Oskar is diagnosed with severe autism. His parents decide to drop everything for a year to focus on his therapy. dv

12:00 am
**National Geographic**
Tut’s Treasures: Hidden Secrets - Ep. 2 - Golden Mask repeat
Many scholars believe King Tut’s death mask was not made specifically for him, citing its damaged nameplate and different colours of gold.

1:00 am
**Shoreline Detectives**
Ep. 3 - Essex repeat
In Essex, Tori Herridge and Alex Langlands investigate the earthwork remains of a fort from the days of Henry VIII.

2:00 am
**Buddy** repeat
In this poignant and carefully composed portrait of six service dogs and their owners, Heddy Honigmann explores the close bond between animal and human. dv

3:30 am
**Beyond the Spectrum (Feature Version)** repeat
Two-year-old Oskar is diagnosed with severe autism. His parents decide to drop everything for a year to focus on his therapy. dv

Sunday Feb 23

7:00 pm
**National Geographic**
Tut’s Treasures: Hidden Secrets - Ep. 2 - Golden Mask repeat
Many scholars believe King Tut’s death mask was not made specifically for him, citing its damaged nameplate and different colours of gold.

8:00 pm
**Climate Change by Numbers**
Ep. 2 - Climate Change by Numbers repeat
Earth’s climate is changing - understanding how has become one of the biggest scientific projects ever undertaken.
Britain’s oldest Iron Age gold.
famous Henge monuments - and unearthing
invaded, evidence that people lived inside our
West; finding the camp from which the Vikings
Digging for Britain joins archaeologists in the

7:00 pm
Digging for Britain
West
Digging for Britain joins archaeologists in the
West; finding the camp from which the Vikings
invaded, evidence that people lived inside our
famous Henge monuments - and unearthing
Britain’s oldest Iron Age gold.

8:00 pm
The Agenda with Steve Paikin
Rewiring the World Economy
Is zero growth the new economic philosophy that
can save the planet?

9:00 pm
Extraordinary Women
Agatha Christie
Agatha Christie was the Queen of Crime Fiction.
In a career that spanned more than half a
century, Agatha wrote 80 novels and short
stories, creating such unforgettable characters as
Hercule Poirot and Miss Jane Marple.

10:00 pm
The Shadow of Gold
The Shadow of Gold - Ep. 2
What are the human and ecological costs of gold
mining? Some of the world’s poorest people work
under hazardous conditions in tiny mines and
muddy streams. Discover how fair and
sustainable gold is possible, if we want it.

11:00 pm
The Agenda with Steve Paikin
Rewiring the World Economy
Is zero growth the new economic philosophy that
can save the planet?

12:00 am
Extraordinary Women
Agatha Christie
Agatha Christie was the Queen of Crime Fiction.
In a career that spanned more than half a
century, Agatha wrote 80 novels and short
stories, creating such unforgettable characters as
Hercule Poirot and Miss Jane Marple.

12:50 am
The Agenda with Steve Paikin
Rewiring the World Economy
Is zero growth the new economic philosophy that
can save the planet?

1:00 am
The Agenda with Steve Paikin
Ontario Hubs: The Agenda's Week
Ontario Hubs field producer Jeyan Jeganathan
explores new community uses for old Ontario
churches.

1:55 am
Digging for Britain
West
Digging for Britain joins archaeologists in the
West; finding the camp from which the Vikings
invaded, evidence that people lived inside our
famous Henge monuments - and unearthing
Britain’s oldest Iron Age gold.
Tuesday Feb 25

9:30 pm
The Water Brothers
Ocean of Energy repeat
At the Bay of Fundy, site of the world's largest tides, the brothers discover the ocean's energy potential.

10:00 pm
National Geographic
Breakthrough: Energy on the Edge repeat
A new generation of inventors and entrepreneurs are looking to the edge of discovery for innovative energy sources. dv

10:47 pm
Ontario Hubs
The Future of Beekeeping repeat
The Agenda discusses the beekeeping program at Niagara College.

11:00 pm
The Agenda with Steve Paikin
Ontario PC's Hydro Rollout; Nuclear Waste Management repeat
Can Ontarians access environmentally responsible energy that is cost effective too? Then, Ontario Power Generation president and CEO Ken Hartwick on proper disposal of nuclear waste.

12:00 am
Political Blind Date
Ep 6 - Hydro Rates repeat
Conservative MPP Bill Walker and NDP MPP Peter Tabuns examine the government's plans for hydro rates and energy policy in Ontario, debating the merits of retro-fitted energy-efficient homes, community wind turbines, and nuclear power.

12:30 am
The Water Brothers
Ocean of Energy repeat
At the Bay of Fundy, site of the world's largest tides, the brothers discover the ocean's energy potential.

1:00 am
National Geographic
Breakthrough: Energy on the Edge repeat
A new generation of inventors and entrepreneurs are looking to the edge of discovery for innovative energy sources. dv

1:51 am
Ontario Hubs
The Future of Beekeeping repeat
The Agenda discusses the beekeeping program at Niagara College.

2:00 am
The Blue Realm
Ep. 2 - Reefs of Steel repeat
Around the globe, thousands of decommissioned naval vessels rot in dockyards. What can you do with these toxic time bombs? One solution is to clean them well, blow them up and sink them!

2:57 am
Question Period
Question Period: Tuesday, February 25, 2020 new
Discussions at Queen's Park today

4:00 am
The Story of Egypt
Ep. 2 - Chaos repeat
The pyramid age ended in catastrophe, with famine and a worsening climate leading the young state to civil war.

5:00 am
The Agenda with Steve Paikin
Ontario PC's Hydro Rollout; Nuclear Waste Management repeat
Can Ontarians access environmentally responsible energy that is cost effective too? Then, Ontario Power Generation president and CEO Ken Hartwick on proper disposal of nuclear waste.

6:00 am
Ontario Hubs
The Future of Beekeeping repeat
The Agenda discusses the beekeeping program at Niagara College.

10:00 pm
Colour: The Spectrum of Science
Ep. 3 - Beyond the Rainbow repeat
The colours we see are a fraction of what's out there. Beyond the rainbow are colours invisible to our eyes.

11:00 pm
The Agenda with Steve Paikin
Family Farm Hardships; Farmers vs. Activists repeat
Is the family farm still a viable way to make a living? Then, why is the Ontario government clashing with animal rights groups?

12:00 am
The Man Who Saved the Louvre repeat
A resistance group organized an incredible rescue of masterpieces to keep them out of the Nazis' hands.

1:00 am
Colour: The Spectrum of Science
Ep. 3 - Beyond the Rainbow repeat
The colours we see are a fraction of what's out there. Beyond the rainbow are colours invisible to our eyes.

2:00 am
Impossible Engineering
Ep. 2 - World's Most Powerful Dam repeat
A look at how engineers reshaped the Yangtze River to build China's Three Gorges Dam, the largest and heaviest concrete structure on the planet.

2:48 am
Ontario Hubs
Rachel Romu: A Spotlight on Disability repeat
Ontario Hubs producer Jeyan Jeganathan talks with a model who is hoping to change the way people view disability.

Wednesday Feb 26

7:00 pm
Impossible Engineering
Ep. 2 - World's Most Powerful Dam repeat
A look at how engineers reshaped the Yangtze River to build China's Three Gorges Dam, the largest and heaviest concrete structure on the planet.

8:00 pm
The Agenda with Steve Paikin
Family Farm Hardships; Farmers vs. Activists new
Is the family farm still a viable way to make a living? Then, why is the Ontario government clashing with animal rights groups?

9:00 pm
The Man Who Saved the Louvre repeat
A resistance group organized an incredible rescue of masterpieces to keep them out of the Nazis' hands.
Wednesday Feb 26

2:57 am  
**Question Period**  
*Question Period: Wednesday, February 26, 2020*

- New Discussions at Queen's Park today

4:00 am  
**The Story of Egypt**  
*Ep. 3 - Zenith*  
Repeat  
At the Colossi of Memnon and the Valley of the Kings, Joann explores the dizzying heights Egypt reaches under its greatest pharaoh, Amenhotep III.

5:00 am  
**The Agenda with Steve Paikin**  
*Family Farm Hardships; Farmers vs. Activists*  
Repeat  
Is the family farm still a viable way to make a living? Then, why is the Ontario government clashing with animal rights groups?

Thursday Feb 27

7:00 pm  
**Wild Brazil**  
*Ep. 3 - Enduring the Drought*  
Repeat  
The capuchin monkeys, giant otters, coatis and jaguars are proving their extreme survival skills while looking for mates and racing to breed.

8:00 pm  
**The Agenda with Steve Paikin**  
*The Case for Sick Pay; Educating Canada's Youngest*  
Repeat  
Should the Ontario government reinstate paid sick days? Then, a new report recommending more spending for early childhood education.

9:00 pm  
**Heartbeat**  
*Ep. 5 - Harmony*  
Repeat  
Merton’s singer-songwriter cousin arrives in Aidensfield with the aim of settling down after an eventful career, but her aspiring daughter disrupts her peaceful retirement when she falls pregnant. 14+

8:00 pm  
**The Agenda with Steve Paikin**  
*Taylor Prize Finalists; Syrian Food in Thunder Bay*  
New  
Shining the light on Taylor Prize for non-fiction finalists. Then, Thunder Bay’s Syrian food revolution. And, we review our top stories.

Friday Feb 28

7:00 pm  
**Monty Don's French Gardens**  
*Ep. 3 - The Artistic Garden*  
Repeat  
Monty Don turns to France’s famous artistic tradition to see what influence it has had on the country’s gardens.

8:00 pm  
**The Agenda with Steve Paikin**  
*Taylor Prize Finalists; Syrian Food in Thunder Bay*  
Repeat  
Shining the light on Taylor Prize for non-fiction finalists. Then, Thunder Bay’s Syrian food revolution. And, we review our top stories.
Friday Feb 28

12:00 am  
Heartbeat  
Ep. 5 - Harmony repeat

Merton’s singer-songwriter cousin arrives in Aidensfield with the aim of settling down after an eventful career, but her aspiring daughter disrupts her peaceful retirement when she falls pregnant. 14+

1:00 am  
Midsomer Murders  
Midsomer Murders 20th Anniversary Special repeat

Presented by John Nettles, the original DCI Barnaby, this anniversary special features stars past and present discussing the peculiar quirks of the delightful yet deadly county.

2:00 am  
Monty Don’s French Gardens  
Ep. 3 - The Artistic Garden repeat

Monty Don turns to France’s famous artistic tradition to see what influence it has had on the country’s gardens.

3:00 am  
The Dictator’s Playbook  
Ep. 5 - Manuel Noriega repeat

A look at the methods used by Manuel Noriega to rise to power and rule Panama for six tumultuous years before his removal by the US in 1989.

4:00 am  
The Dictator’s Playbook  
Ep. 6 - Idi Amin repeat

An examination of the methods used by Idi Amin, Uganda’s self-declared President for Life, to seize power and rule brutally for 8 years, causing the deaths of hundreds of thousands of people.

Saturday Feb 29

7:00 pm  
National Geographic  
Tut’s Treasures: Hidden Secrets - Episode 3 repeat

Howard Carter’s discovery of Tutankhamun’s tomb in 1922 made headlines across the world sparking a global frenzy for Ancient Egypt. dv

7:46 pm  
Ontario Hubs  
The Future of Beekeeping repeat

The Agenda discusses the beekeeping program at Niagara College.

8:00 pm  
Shoreline Detectives  
Ep. 1 - East Sussex repeat

Tori Herridge and the team investigate a shipwreck from the 1740s, a prehistoric well shaft, and a harbour that took 63 years to build.

8:55 pm  
Score: A Film Music Documentary repeat

A look inside the challenges and creative secrecy of the world’s most widely known music genre - the film score. dv

10:30 pm  
There Is A House Here repeat

Toronto filmmaker Alan Zweig’s documentary navigates issues of culture and identity as he travels to Nunavut with musician Lucie Idlout. dv

12:01 am  
National Geographic  
Tut’s Treasures: Hidden Secrets - Episode 3 repeat

Howard Carter’s discovery of Tutankhamun’s tomb in 1922 made headlines across the world sparking a global frenzy for Ancient Egypt. dv

1:00 am  
Shoreline Detectives  
Ep. 1 - East Sussex repeat

Tori Herridge and the team investigate a shipwreck from the 1740s, a prehistoric well shaft, and a harbour that took 63 years to build.

1:50 am  
Score: A Film Music Documentary repeat

A look inside the challenges and creative secrecy of the world’s most widely known music genre - the film score. dv

3:25 am  
There Is A House Here repeat

Toronto filmmaker Alan Zweig’s documentary navigates issues of culture and identity as he travels to Nunavut with musician Lucie Idlout. dv